November 2019
“Notre Dame today works to cultivate a high sense of spiritual, moral, and social values among the students. Notre Dame
continues to adapt, to innovate, to improve methods, curriculum, and thrust of subject matter—providing ever new
opportunities to help modern youth become responsible and effective members of a society revitalized in Christ.”
…excerpt from the 1970 Shield
Dear Members of the Class of 1970,
I was getting acquainted with your class recently by looking through your yearbook and I came across these
words that still resonate with Notre Dame in 2019. Simply put, we continue to adapt and innovate, improve our
curriculum and teaching methods for 21st-century learners, and inspire our students to be responsible citizens
grounded in Christian values. Yes, the ND legacy and Holy Cross mission continue to thrive!
I also saw many snapshots of the life and personality of your class…the extraordinary Spring Festival, outstanding
athletic teams, numerous clubs, prom, and, of course, academic achievement. I wondered who it might have been
that inspired you some 50 years ago. Was it a Brother, a teacher, a coach? A classmate or teammate? While the
answer may be different for each of you, I imagine those formative years “on the hill” helped shape the great
Notre Dame Men that you are today.
Since I arrived at Notre Dame nearly five years ago, I have been so impressed by the dedication and loyalty of our
alumni for their alma mater. I often hear about the lifelong friendships and many “legendary” stories that I am sure
get better each time they are told!
I invite you to come back to rekindle those special memories and share your Notre Dame stories at your 50th
Reunion during the weekend of May 29-31. Your Reunion Committee is working diligently to plan a wonderful
celebration for the Class of 1970. I hope you will participate in the weekend’s festivities, so please save the
dates!
So far, plans include golf on Friday at Orange Hills and a “class” night at Lorenzo’s on Friday night. 50th Reunion
Dinner plans for Saturday are still being discussed. The celebration continues on Sunday with special events at
Notre Dame in conjunction with our 71st Commencement. That day, the 50th Reunion Class processes behind the
graduates and is recognized during Graduation (which only lasts an hour!) Then you are invited to a class
luncheon and Golden Diploma ceremony. The weekend concludes with a 50th Reunion Mass at which we
remember the deceased members of the Class of 1970.
Whether you have remained connected to Notre Dame over the years—or this would be your first visit back
since graduation—I hope you will join us. You are significant to the foundation of this great school and have
helped nurture a tradition that continues to grow even stronger with every graduating class.
Sincerely,
Robert F. Curis
President

